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CASE
LOVING
ND
PAID
STENSLA
$1,500
TO
()Messes to the
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CONSIDERABLE TRI3UBLE IN
SECURING A JURY TO TRY
THE CASE.

GRAHAM'S CONFESSiON TO
A REGISTER REPORTER

ALL KNOWHitt) DENIED
LEDGE OF THE CRIME THE
DAY BEFORE—DENIED THAT
BASS—DENIED
HE KNEW
EVERYTHING.

4
I.

BANKERS INDICTED
AND THE CHARGES

I ONE HUNDRED MEN
SUBPOENAED BY SHERIFF

STENSLAND

1THIRTY-ONE INDICTMENTS
VOTED AGAINST OFFICIALS

Paul O. Stensland, pre-ident Nlilwaukee Avenue State bank, who is
under arrest at Tangier, Morocco, and
who will be brought back to Chicago
"Yes I killed him. We had been
He was yesterday indicted in CHARGES INCLUDE
today.
SELECTWERE SPENT IN
FORGERY
drinking together, and Bass tried to get
TWO HOURS AND ONE-HALF twenty counts for forging notes by
AND EMBEZZLEMENT OF
which the bank was looted and for
ING JURY.
•
a bottle I had. We scuffled. Bass drew
THE BANK'S FUNDS:
embezzlement f $1,003,00o from the
I
twice.
and
dropped
fired
and
a pistol
savings of his depositors.
spoke and struck him twice.
a
up
picked
Men
.
of
.
Body
Representative
Very
Declares Father, When He Gets
CONCLUDED TO TELL EVERYin YesSworn
Not
was
much
Chosen--Jury
he
then."
hurt
know
Back, Will Put Blame on
not
dia
FAST
I
SO
THING—HE LIES
HERING,
, terday--l-fistory of Case.
Other Persons.
THAT HE OUT-LIES HIVSELF ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••INI
the
Henry
W.
of
Hering.
cashier
PRE—CASE HAS NOT BEEN
Milwaukee Avenue State bank, who is
enough to kill. but 1 went sway and
SENTED YET.
in the county jail of Cook counnow
killLoving
weia over to Mrs. Fletcher's, where
the
of
trial
second
The
Chicago, Sept. 12.—The price oi a
! often went to see her daughter and
ing case is before the McCracken ty. He was indicted yesterday in wife's affection, set forth in dollars
after
there said a while. Two days
county circuit court. It was begun twenty counts charging forgery, two and cents, came yesterday to the view
Janies Franklin Graham, or Jim
the city and ivent to
left
I
died
Bass
al.
yesterday forenoon and during the charging perjury in falsely swearing of the grand jury to show that Paul
tit-alum as he is best known, the
,secureel. to bank statements and one for lar- 0. Stensland did not use all of the
Princeton and from there over to
was
jury
a
afternoon
the
Bass,
Claude
(if
miirder(r
kged
Henderson and at a
and
o'clock ceny. Alleged to be she man who bank's moneysin -peculation.
Oweesboro
9
at
morning
.
This
aoting rsilroader and( .Graliam's freni as Henderson I got
the taking of evidence will be- forged the notes used by Stensland.
:tivnt 4,.,ociate while he resided here. his:siva camp
,
Among the documents that formed
some work and stayed there until I HE DECLARED HE CAME HERE gin.. As there are something like
the
evidence against the hanker was
is clearly given to more felsifying
came home yesterday. I heard that
thirty witnesses in the case and all
a written agreement showing a comTO SEE HIS SICK
than truth telling. He either can't or ;al,: was (lead, but I din' t stay away
JOHNSON
testimony is going to he well sued,
plete settlement between Stensland
MOTHER.
won't te I the same story twice.
on that account but
balance
Paducah
from
the
last
to
likely
is
trial
the
the
of
Elof
Johnson,
directors
one
the
of
nd Philip Votava of the latter's claira
Yesterday The Register told
be cause I knew the officers had a
of the week.
of the Milwaukee Avenue State bank, or the alienation of Mrs. Votava:s rearrest of the evening before of Graa
into
ag
'break
for
ssarrant for me
In the prosecution the state is rep- named in an indictment voted yester- gard for her spouse.
•
ham on the charge of having murstore and I didii•c want to be arrest- Anticipates no Trouble Nor Punishthe
in
incarceration
by Commonwealth's Attor- day charging that the directors did
his
resented
Bass,
according
Mrs.
affections,
Votava's
<Bred
He
at
When
Arrives
ment
because
Bass
ed for that. I had killed
ney John G. Lovett-, County Attorney not exercise proper care to protect to the signed agreament of her huscounty jail, and gave the meat of an
Norfolk.
attempted to 'hoot me and I
lie
bad
paper
the
of
A. Ws Barkley and Jude R. T. the depositors, to an extent that made band, were worth Sr.scio. Stensland
taterview a reporter
hadn't anv fear abodt that." "Is all
Lightfoot. The attorneys for the des him guilty of the crime perpetrated paid the money, took a receipt and
wt.!. spe accused at the jail. This inthe truth" asked the reporter
that
of
denial
flat
are Hans. Hal Corbett, Camp- by President Stenslands during ten ended what promised to become a
• lei-view told Graham'a
Frank Crane, the sailor who has fence
and Graham said, though not without
having
his
of
Thomas Harrison and years.
Nim,
against
Flournoy,
charge
the
scandal.
beep in the county jail for several
some hesitatency "Yes."
•
ea en an acquaintance with Bass, a ."So you did not go to Mrs. weeks, charged with highway rob- Cecil Reed, of this city, and Hon. Sam
Pays Husband St.soo.
of Mayfield, the latter comCrossland,
contradiction of several statements
this
gentle
for
pay
to
The
money
of
off
blood
the
wash
bery, but who was delivered to the
Fletcher's to
ing into the case instead of Congrseswhich indicated be was the murd aisr
tribute to the life of the bank's chief
sour hands? said the reporter. 'Yes" United States authorities to answer
goon
laid
mannisa
011ie M. James, of Marion, who
in
man
wanted, and
was furnished, trnwittngly, by
isihos
official
about
"How
M. A. Labuy, one of the seven dithe charge of desertion, was taken to
teplied Graham
g aiunds for alibi. But tne utters-sew
the depositors They paid for StensBass and Noafolk, Va., yesterday by Deputy vi as in the first trial.
killed
had
you
rectors
that
of
her
tie
Avenue
Milwaukee
proves in the main a tissue of fats • had taken Us from him?" "I didn't United States Marshal Wade Brown
In selecting the jury which is to State bank, who was named yesterday land's investment in Mrs. Votava's
statements on the part of Graham
had any money for deliverance. Crane declared to the hear the evidence and decide the case in an indictment voted against five di- smiles.
he
if
4110
money;
any
get
though he was doubted all the time
Philop Votava was a workingman.
somebody else got the Cast that he was not a deserter not the regular panel was exhausted with- rectors charging them with the techit,
get
didn't
I
and was repsatre'y asket to tell s'st: money." Here wa s an intimation :guilty of the charge against him out the selection of only three jury- nical offense of embezzlement, the He occupied an humble station. His
at .the
truth and not make his case hard,r that he perhaps was not aloft,
but there, and anticipated little trouble or men. Judge Reed recognized
specification of which is that they per- wife was attractive. She engaged the.
'by any statements wh:ch wouldn't he was not asked to explain. "Didn't isunishmenf when he got back to Nor- outset that trouble was to proceed the mitted the bank to receive deposits attention of Paul 0. Stensland. mid ,
stand investigation, for yesterday, af- lieliave money when yoi and he w'rcifolk. He said Tuesday night to a chosing of the jury and gave the after it was
the husband charged that the ban*
insolvent.
ter some sweating by ex -Detective T. going about the city drinking?
sheriff instruction so subpoena one
president had wrecked his home.
here
came
that
reporter
he
Register
J. Moore. AM later again to a Reg "1 es. he had some but I didn't see
hsd jurymen Lac a o'clock arid the
The husband was poor: Stensland
ill,
who
and
see
was
to
his
mother,
ister report( r (the rame man who
was rick
you and onfortunately was arrested and held. or er was obeyed. When court conknow
"You
much."
talked to him thc night before) &a- hew
Stensland heard the insistent comBass were out of West Kentucky He claims Paducah as his home and vened in the afternoon the court room
Walter Frantzen. young former plaints of the man He put his hand
tam admitted that he killed nasS asenue and bought several bottles of
was crowded with attorney*, withad
for
said
he
lived
here
something
how
tellar of the Milwaukee Avenue State into ithe savings of his poor depositors
pare a version as to why and
whisky?" "Both of us had money: I like fifteen years but eight months nesses and jurors, and the excellent
bank. indicted yesterday for em- and took out enough golden salve to
deputies
his
and
he dal the deed and contradicted
sheriff
the
of
work
prove where I got mine." "Yos since, being iele in St. Louis, enlistcharacter of bezzling/$4o,000 from the bank This heal the heart wound of the husband,
meta of the stasements he trade to ea"
the
in
manifested
was
to
down
were
Bass
and
you
know
( fl in the navy for a four years term.
s
pre-ent. The work offense was covered up by Steresland
the officers wheal he was artesteti. t the river and tried to hire a skiff
Forged notes were put through tte
He declared he liked the service and the special venire
and
.Hall.
City
the
at
jury was begun and the shortage was padded by .the bank to cover the price of a woman's
Lieut. Potter
needed
the
ofchositig
had
you
that
and
riding
a
go
to
in
was
to
willing
it.
remain
Crane
wee.
nt trate
al' • to the ttr sister's
whisky with you then, why did you said some bad habits caused him fre- with little delay and two hours and proceeds of forged note, put through honor and of a husband's insult.
Graham's torgee is si isly a false V .
Indictments Are Voted.
to .go a skiff riding?" "Bass quent trouble, but though that he a half were spent' ere the body was de- the bank by the president and cashier.
regular panel Frantzen has been in New York.
member. and he wins it with bad N‘anted to go but he was so drunk
the
Of
complete.
dared
Thirty-one
indcoments were yestercould do better hereafter.
judgment and damaging effects as to that the fellow wouldn't Jet us have
and the special venire fifty-six men
day voted by the grand jury against
Taken to Ft. Thomas.
Lis freedom if not his life,
were found incompetent or . excused
defe_sdants connected with the Milthe skiff." "It was then that you and
Ed Dunnaway. alias Roy Barcraft, in selecting the jury, and though
Yesterday afternoon, learning that bass went on down the river bank
waukee Avenue State bank.
Graham had been talking to some t,./. where you laid down wasn't it?" the deserter from the army at Fort many were dismisaed because of exThe persons indicted, or to be inMarius
the
one
Kirkeby.
of
direcwas
w
it
that
who
was pressed opinons or acquaintance with
Kans.
f the officers again, and
where I.eavenworth.
knew
today, are:
he
dicted
said
he
for
es,
tors
of
the
State
Milwaukee
Avenue
understood that lie had confessed his!I there were some girls down in that brought here Tuesday night by Mar- the evidence, the state and the de- hank,
Paul 0. Stensland. president.
in
yesterday
an
named
indictRcga
guilt as the murderer of Bass.
Henry W. Hering, cashier.
cad of town and we would go to see shal J. B. Hurley, of Halls, Tenn., fense exhausted their prerogatives in ment salkid fair receiving deprrits
ioter man paid him a visit. Ile was
time was it when you and placed in the city lockup for the matter. The body finally chosen after the hank'was incotvent. Ile was
Joseph
"What
Lister, Marius Kirkeby. Elof
ein•
Itt
he
he coud receive instruc- and accepted is composed of the folfound in another cell than the one
got down to where you killed Bass?" keeping until
active in the movement to capture Johnson, M. A. I.aBuy and Frank R.
and
befete.
nigh':
to what to do with him, will lowing gentlemen—a very representaaas occupying the
It was about 9 o'clock." "And after tions as
Stensland and is one of the committee Crane, directore.
though dressed, was lying upon the he tried to shoot you and you hit him be taken today to Fort Thomas this tive body of men; J. Ml McKinney, F. named by the hoard of directors to
Ole Stensland, hank notary.
floor of the cell on a pallet made of you left him and didnt stop to see state. Last night Me. Hurley receiv- B. Chiles, J. F. Pierce, S. L. Ward, assist the state in the prosecutions.
Walter Frantzen, former teller.
some bed coverings off of his bunk. whether you had killed him or not" ed a telegram from the commanding A. Rosenthal, J. W. Leigh, E. C.
An indictment against a prominent
lookup,
getting
Te was called, and
of the pistol officer at Fort Leavenworth directing Beasley, J. C. Butler, T. C. Walker, D.
stockholder of the bank, whose name
and 'No." "What became
Hay Ride,
cd carefully, at thc reporter
had?" "I gave that to an I. C., him what to do with Dunnaway or
cannot he used in advance of the
Bass
"Howdy."
recognizing him. said:
The Misses Pauline and Bertie presentment, is also stated to have
k R. breakman. Mr. Moore knows •Barcraft and he will today dispose of
the.
(Continued on Page Four.)
The reporter instantly shot
Nance of Pottsville. Ky., were the been decided upon by the inquisition.
will get the pistol." him as directed.
and
name
las
honorees of a delightful hay ride tentointed reply at him of: "You "Then you on! / want the aublic to
Arrests. Will Follow.
yoit
them Tuesday evening by a
dered
v- ouldnt tell me last might that
deself
in
Bass
killed
you
that
think
A score of w itnesses appeared beDetective
number of admirers. The ride was fore the grand jury, the testimony was
killed Bass but you trld
fcnse. that you did not tob him of his
I
enjoyed by a number of guests. The all heard and the indictments voted
Moore (rat you did a while ago."
""Yes,
pistol
his
take
did
but
,money
young ladies named•are guests of Mr. inside of four hours. Last night AsHe seemed to be trying to tind his , that is the fact."
reporter
the
when
Mrs. F. E. Metzger of the Cairo aistant State's Attorneys Barbour and
and
tongue for a reply
reporter
the
query
As a parting
road.
said: "Well, I want you now to a so asked Graham if it was oot a fact
Goings went over the indictments to
tell me the same thing ,and also itow that he used to run the streets as a
make sure of their accuracy, and this
FIRST TIME IN HISTORY
you came to do the killing."
boy with Bass and if he had not
morning they will he turned over to
Confesses to Killing.
and he said
somotime,
for
him
the
known
court for the issuance of capiases.
AND
ARMS
WITH
ENGINE,
UNDER AN
Women Lectures; to The Medical Upon the capiases so
Again Graham seemed to have that he knew him but had riot known PINNED FOR HOURS
issued arrests
INE
finally
RESCUE—ENG
LEGS CRUSHED, HE DIRECT ED WORK OF
Society.
trouble with his tongue. but
him very long.
will be made at once.
that,
Moore
tell
Fe said: "Yes. T did
HAD TO BE TAKEN APART,
This interview when read after the
The surprise of the day came when
Dr. Delia Caldwell will lecture be- Theodore Stensland, vice
and what I told him was the truth " ones had with him the night 'oefore
president "if
askkilling?"
fore the Academy of Medicine next the hank, and the only officer aside
"How did you do the
. and for which he offered no apology,
of
cd the reporter, and Graham replica cieates doubt as to the correctness
Louisville, Sept. Ia.—Hugh Darling- summoned, ass'sted in the work of Tuesday evening on the subject
fromaHering who was at the bank on
-"I hit him With a spake."
of many things he sad yesterday af- ton, a switchman for the L. & N., who rescue, Saturating a handkerchief with Hysterectomy. This will perhaps be ,the last day that deposits were taken,
This reply seemed to losen up Ws ternoon but the main fart he Omit- lived at asts Rowan stret, sullered chloroform, he stanted to crawl under the first time in the history of medi- was given an immunity bath.
tongue and, with his head and arms ted without hesitancy but %WI (ori- injuries in the yards of the road, it the engine to put the dying man un- cine in the United States when a lady
Under the constitution of the state
rest ng against the bar, of his cell el( nt fear, for he always talked low. Tenth and Kentucky streets from der its influence and out of his %atilt-- delivered a similar lecture to a sim- his testimoney before this grand jury
with his eyes turned to the floor he Later he will doubtless tell the full which he died at Sts. Mary and Eliza- ing. Divining his purpose, Darlington ilar body, all members of the academy bars the body from indicting him on
continued:
facts of his deed and may connect beth Hospital at 6:30 o'clock this begged him not to put him under the being men but Dr. Caldwell.
a charge connected with his testiTells of Crime.
some one else with the foul act, for morning.
anaesthet*, and Dr. Griffiths commony. It does not bar a subsequent
todrinking
been
ORGANIZE NEW PRESBYTERY grand
"Bass and I had
Site idea is growing that he was not
standing on the running plied.
While
jury from taking such action.
gether for several hours and about 9 alone when Bass was killed. The hoard of the engine it struck another
o'clock,
a
Assured of Inittninity.
at
aceititnt
The
occurred
to
down
watideied
Delegates to Convention at Bloomo'clock we had
place where the dying man was traitt in the yards, a glancing blow, and it was not until after
o'clock
Attorney Barbour said he had called
and
street
Saab
inton
and
Withdraw
North
Form
where
near
found, the frightful way hi; head was while moving. The force of the imTheodore Stensland on his own rethat Darlington was extricated. .He
Society.
Terrell come together and had lain b( atm up, and the disappearance of pact threw Darlington under 'the ensponsiblity for reasons that were
to the hospital and retaken
was
there
hill
Ill.,
Sept.
ta—The
Bloomington,
a
of
side
the
-down upon
tie money he had indicates that the jut.
moved to the operating room. Al- three days' session of the Lincoln sufficient to himself. That statement
tc takes a gap, Are .had not been toy Graham had a pal or two. AnWith his legs and arms crushed and though Darlington was still conscious. Presbytery of the former
a
take
to
Cumberland means the attorney considered the
tried
Bass
ti-ere long whin
other sweating might prove this idea suffkring frightfully from the intense
wee
death
that
realized
Griffiths
Dr.
was
Presbyterian church at Stanford came testimonty of young Stensland essenbattle of whisky I had, and as he
correct, Detective Moore.
beilt of the boiler, tinder which he inevitable and that an operation to an unexpected end tonight when tial to the chain of proof against his
him
let
to
refused
then very drunk I
Graham was presented in the citY lay;'Darlington for two hours directed
would be without avail.
nearly half the delegates reptatkated father and Hering
b.ave it. He then caught me and we cleft yesterday morning on the the work of rescue of thirty men. So
Young Stensland knew before the
the onion of rise two branches of the
of
years
twenty-five
was
his
Darlington
drew
Bass
began to scuffle and
charge of house breaking. Owing to completely was he entangled in the
that he was not to be indicted.
session
and
Presbyterian church. The secession.pistol and shot at me twice, when I the absence of witnesses the cases wheels that it was necessary to take age and is survived, by hie wife
a cln-e friend that he would
I-fle
told
and
swithdreps
ists
a
Presorganized
only
being
one
children,
infant
spoke
two
reached down an(' picked up a
were continued until Fr, day. Ere the the locomotive apart before he could
among
those dancing at the
he
not
the
tinder
rule*,
bytery
Cumberland
two weeks old. Mrs. Darington is serhairbeen carrying and hit hi-n with date set for the caseboth may he sent be taken out.
little
in the grand Jury
party
given
Rev.
with
Murray
William
of
De
Witt
at
Ky.,
at
ill
Old
iously
Grafrenburg,
it twice knocking him down. I didn't to the circuit cofirt grand jury now in
Wouldn't Take Chlorofor-s.
MOM.
as moderator.
os.•
•
parents.'
her
of
the
,
home
him
bad
'run
had
I
thht
feiviw then
Asti
SeiSiQi1 for cons'deratio3.
Qczzge W.Cariffat wit9 well•
ass

AFTER THINKIAG OVER
MATTER, CHANGED HIS MIND

i
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RECEIPT SHOWN GRAND JURY
REVEALING THAT CLAIM
WAS MET.

CRANE NOT
A DESERTER

waituir

FRAzirrzzlr

BEERBET

REMARKABLE NERVE OF
A LOUISVILLE SWITCHMAN

it

company as t had in the old and that
the Standard is a producing company
and the Waters-Pierce a distributing
DIXIE LAND.
agent.
Standard Its Source of Supply.
After questioning witness as to the
This is given as historically Corterritorial (1vision and production of
the western field, Atorney General rect:
"Divie's Land was the land of mire
I ladley asked:
DIVIDENDS
OIL--TH:S
CN
"Front what sources did the Wat- and honey fur the American eiegroes. SAYS W. D.
COXEY ONE OF
SMALL t?) SUM ADMITTED
ers-Pierce Oil Company obtain its Dixie was a slaveholder of .MianhatBA RNAM lb BAILEY'S
BY PIERCE.
tan island, who removed his slaves to
supplies of refined oils "
AGENTS.
"Almost exc'usively from the Stand the southers states,,Where they had to
work harder and Ore worse, so that
ard Oil Company."
"And from what sources has it they were always sight-1g for their old
Advertising Cer No. 2 With a Smal
since that time obtained it supplies home, which they. called 'Dixie's
Army of Bill Posters Here
Land.' Imagination and distance.soon I
e f refined oil?"
Yesterday.
advanc
Manhat
ed
tan
"Almost exclusively from
island
into a sort I
the
Standard Oil Company and its allied of Deleotable Country, or Land of
Beulah."
HEAD OF THE WATERS-PIERCE interests."
Now, who believes, such a tale? I Barnum & 'Bailey's No. 2 advertis:Did
the
oil
Waters
-pierce Oil
MAKES SURPRISING ADManhat
tan island "Dixie's tind,” ing car was in the city yesterday and
Company or the present WatersMISSIONS IN OUSTER
What
says
the song? There are so e small army of bill posters and lithoPierce
Oil
Compa
ny refine any oil or
CASE.
manufacture any of the products of many different variations of the words ieraphers were busy recovering the
that all the thrashing out we have giv- bill boards and brightening up the
petroleum in the United States?"
"It did not manufacture refined oils. en them in the last half century has !gail)'- colored circus paper in the
Attorney General Hadley Expects
It did manufacture lubricating oils failed to produce a satisfactory origi- store windows.
•
Missouri Will Win Suit as
According to W. D. Coxey, one of
and greases. All of the refined oils,\ nal. There is no sont .of literary merResult of Testinaphthas, yasolines, and most of the it in Gen. Pike's version. One thing, ithe agents of the show who caled at
timony.
lubricating oils were obtained from however, seems pretty well settled, this office this morning, the Barnum
Bailey circus will prove a revela
the 'Skandard Oil Company and its namely, "Dixie" is. a northern air_and
a negro melody. Dan Emmett may tam to local show goers, Trursda;
ailed interests."
St. Louis, .Mo., Sept. 12.—Under a
"Did the Waters-Pierce Oil Com- have been the first white man to dress .5.eptember 27.
searching cross-examination conduct- pany establish any
"There are many interesting featrefinery in the it up. The words may have referred
ed by Attorney Genera: Hadley at republic of M-xico "
to a man of the name of Dix (ances- ures of the big show, however," said
the Southern Hotel yesterday aftertor of Dr. Morgan Dix, maybe). or Mr. Coxey. "that the public never
"It did; several."
noon, H. Clay Pierce, chairman of
Dixy, who owned slaves on Manhat- sees. The paraphernalia is impressive
Gives Total Sales.
the board of directors of the Waters"From what source did it get the tan island. Pike's song is a call to :n its magnitude, and the performance
Pierce Oil Company, made a score crude petroleum, to
refine in the re- arms. Nothing of such a call in the sends the crowd away filled with
of startling admissions through which public of Mexico?"
orignal words. 'Here is a verse Pike wonderment, but the motor power beMr. Hadley is confident he will win
hind the big show an dthe marveloue
"Because crude petroleum was not never dreamed of:
the ouster suits pending in the Mis- produced within the republi
organization that makes its operation
c of Mex- Dixie Land is a land of cotton,
Has few terrors for the resident
souri supreme court.
whose home is equippea w h
possitie is not in evidence to that part
ico the Waters-Pierce Oil Company Simmon seed an' sandy bottom,
Mr. Pierce testified, upon cross-ex- obtained all of its crude
r!
the people which see the perforLook away! Look away!
petroleum for
amination by Attorney General Had- manufacturing in
trance and the multifarious exhibiLook away, Dixie land.
Mexico from the
ley that the Standard Oil 'Company Standard Oil Company.
tionist features, and nothing else.
I make my home in Dixie.
The present
held 2.748 shares of the stock in the Waters-Pierce Oil Compa
"The Barnum &Bailey show emLook away! Look sway!
ny in icioo
Waters-Pierce Oil Company. He said succeeded to and
ployee the services of nearly eleven
established the In Dixie Land I take my stand,
that when he organized the company business of the old
hundred men and women; it requires
Waters-Pierce 'Way down South in Dixie.
in two. or rather reorganized it all Oil Company, and
cighty-eight cars to transport it front
Look away! Look away!
since that time it
the 4,000 shares of stock' were made has confined niself exclusi
Get estimates on Plumbing and
Look away,. Dixie Land.
c'ty to city; its staff of agents emvely to
Steam or Hot Water Heating from
out in his name. Ws attorney J. D. building up the busine
brace a dozen men who are paid salss within the
—New York. Press.
johnson. to'd hm that of this num- territory formerly occupi
aries equal to those received by 3
ed by the
ber of shares 2,848, the number held Id Waters-Pierce
bank president; it has four advertis
Oil Company."
A CHILDREN'S CIRCUS.
by the Standard Oil Company in the
"Wi'l you tell me approximately
ing cars, and nearly a hundred men
cld Waters-Price Oil Company, or- the amount of sales
are engaged in posting the bits and
in gallons ot the •Arenic Acts Especi
ally Designed for
ganized in 1891. should be transfer- Waters-Pierce
spteading the tidings of its con :ng.
OiL Company in the
the Amusement of the
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
red to the Standard Qi! Company.
it spends a quarter of a million dolUnited States territory?"
Little
Ones.
The trausfer wee made in September
325
Kentuc
ky
Avenue
.
132 South F ourth Street.
"I have not a division of the busiBoth Phones 2ot.
It may be a pleasing fiction that lars every year for printing; its
"titer the organization of the company ness between the United
newspaper bills aggregate aeother
States and he modern circus is primari
ly inin the spring. But during the four the Republic of Mexico,
hundred thousand dollars; it mainbut I can tended for the edification and
delight
years that followed, or until June state the gross sales of
both. I recall of the children; but the fact remain tains a press bureau with five newss
goy, Mr. Pierce was sole manager that in the year 1092 the gross sales
that no memory lingers longer in the peper men to keep in touch w - h tht
of the company, voted all the stock, amounted to 2 677,462 barrels."
minds of men and women than that public through the Dress; it employs •
elected the directors made appoint- "Was there during
over acio high-sa'aried perform?.rs; it
ell of this time which is associated with the
entrancements of various kinds, and exercis- eny source other tran
ttaintains a spectacle- at an zverag:
the Standard ments of the sawdust arena—
the
airy,
ed fill and complete control over Oil Company of New Jersey
expense of $t.000 a day; it comes infrom fairy riders; the whirling
acrobats:
the affairs of the company, he said.
which you cou'd obtain the merchan- the gravity
to town at daybreak puts up twelve
-defyi
ng
aeriali
sts; the
At that time the Standard Oil Corn- dise to supply the market
demands in fooleries of the clowns;
acres of tents, plays to from 15 000 to
the roar and
pany asserted its prerogative, the wit- the Waters-Pierce
Oil Company's ter dash of the hippod
25,000
spectators and the next (lay is
rome races, and
ness said, ousted several directors and ritory?" doing the same thing a hundred miles
the
wonder
s
of
the
animal
world
as
became so officious that he protested. "There was not."
&splayed its the traveling menagerie. away: it carries its own comm'ssary
The witness said, although he was a
"Does the Waters-Pierce Oil Cam In these days of big amusement department. feeds its hundreds of emminority stockholder in the Waters- any own or is it interes
ted, directly enterprises the circus
has become an ployes in great dining tents es well
Pierce, under the agreement with the or indirectly, in any cil produc
ing entertsiinmelt for "I I-own-m
ese' us. and as generously as a first class
Standard, the sole management of te-operty or wells in the
United well as children, but
no actute circus hotel, and far more expe(*itiouly;
the company was to be vested in States?"
manager, who expected to win con- handles through its ticket wagon
him. The witness testified that the
"The Waters-Pierre Oil Comnany tinued succes
s, would neglect the and financia. department frori $5 000
territories of the Waters-Pierce and does not own, and is not inte-ee
tcl. younger generation in
preparing hie to $15.000 every day and cop:s from
the Standard 'Oil Companies were and never' has been. in any oil wells
erogram of arenic attractions. Man- ee 000 to $7.000 every day it runs.
xed by an agreement dating to the or oil producing property within
the ager J. A. Bailey of
"The Barnum & Bailey show exthe Barnum &
year 1878, when the Standard was United States."
hibits its magnitude and sectem in
'Bailey Greater Show on
Earth.
organized.
'which exhibits in Paducah Septem- other ways. It is the only show that
While Pierce's admission that the
VACATION'S END.
ber 27, recognizes this fact by an- provides tent for the transaction of its
Standard owns a controlling internouncing a complete children's cir- financial business, for the manage- .FADUC.AH REAi..ES1"
.... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
est in the Waters-Pierce Oil ComWhen the branch is all bare,
E.AN4'
cus as an integral part of this sea- and for the staff of beh)kkeeners and
MONTHLY PAYMENT .oTs FOR INVESTMENT.
pany comes as a surprise, the blunt
Inhi
When the blossom is fair
iERN
auditor
s. There is also a p• •ss ten'
program. A recent visitor to
KRNTUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE ..IST
Statement that the dividends of the And tjie meadow grows
sullen and the big show thus
for the use of the newspe ier men
gives
his
Waters-Pierce Company were from
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FUR _T.
impres
'brown;
Every ticket is a coupon tic :et. and
sions of this feature of the enterta
600 to 700 per cent, on the investinVs'llien the care seem each day
everyone who buys a icket for the
9:Dta
ment:
. Wf.ØrTr.$ IL •
1•••4's../0h- I.
ment was even more startling.
To run only one way,
Among the thousand and one won- show is insured a scat. Stand ig room
Earns 600 to 7oo Per Cent.
And that is the way to the town—
is never sold. There are th.e.e kinds
derful sights are many that have
been
Then you yearn for the life
Hadley, basing his opinion on inof seats, a grand stand chili . a slap•
secured for the avowed purpos
e of
That mean: bustle and strife
formation obtained at previous indown reserved seat and a gt - eral ad
delighting the children. Little
MO-I-M•-• 31%1
elevestigations, suggested the dividends Ard sylvan delights become tame,
mission- seat. The latter :.II have
phants, tiny ponies, dogs, sea
lions,
And a voice far away
amounted to about 400 per cent.
foot rests, which means di nhe exSheep, geese, and even chicke
ns exeSeems
to whisper and say
"Hardl
y,"
said
Pierce.
cute tricks similar to those
pense to the show—a double number
5
.
read
about
"How much, then " stormed the That it's time to get into the game, in the story books,
boards and a' double fore.. of men
"Of
and the little ones
attorney genera', expecting a smallfairly revel in what, to their
to handle them.
youthful
When the breeze now and then
er estimate.
fancies, is a sveritable Thiryla
'The performance is giv.fn on a
nd of
Hints of autumn again
"Between 600 and 700 per cent,"
wonders. Such attractions a, the zo- colossal' scale, and the main arena is
And the blood feels a quickening ological
said Pierce.
display, afford them an ex- immense. A d'izen different exhithrill;
"0," cnclaimcd Ilaireiy, "my ceti
cellent idea of the beasts,
bitions are given for one price of adbird: and
mate was too low."
When a leaf here and there
nession. andcry way one turns
reptiies exiting in the
world, and
Flutters forth on the air
The nominal head of the Watersprove of distinct educational
there is something suggested by the
value.
Pierce Oil Company was taken in From the sycamore up on the hill:
magnitude and broad ;silage character
'Speck,' the smallest horse in
the
Vv'he nthe shrill katydid
custody at Broadway. and Olive street
world, a troupe of tiny
61 the great show.
Lillipu
tians,
In the foliage hid
by deputy sheriffs who had been
who sing, (lance and act, a
I "There is no parade this year: th_
iant, as
looking for him for many days. He Has begun his incessant acclaim.
`st ow has become too big to make e
big as ever fancy painted
the Goliath
was held prisoner an hour in the
There's a warning complete
of the Bible or the Magog
of the fairy street procession either necessary
sheriff's office and voluntarily agreed
Anil uncommonly sweet
tales, a Finnish giantess,'
vi:SNW4E-f41-4k4rWrIL*NC41:341W Perleilte.-‘c1401.411t3-41
and the ri- or desirable. The show draws en..4-M44-4teroz
to testify before Special Commission- That it's timeao get into the game.
tirely on its merits. The lack of a
diculous antics of 'the clown:, are
all
er Anthony.
—Wkishington Star.
parade is, moreover, more than comfeatures that irresistibly appoal
to
In the course of a three hours
pensated for by a number of sensachildhood and make impressions
that
cross-examination
Pierce admitted
will never be .eradicated."
tional big acts;in which the very last
PRIEST SHOOTS A LAYMAN
the Waters-Pierce Company controllword of reckless daring seems to have
There are, it is said, many
other
ed between eio and 98 per cerit of the Injure
cen said. These inc:ude thrilling
s Parishioner Write Sought to interesting feature: of the
Barnu
m
business in its territory. lie offered in
eomereaults in midair on bicycles and
& Bailey show, which, while
Get Possession o Bcoks.
(incorporated.)
notesexplanation of this great cad over
pecially designed flor the
in automobiles, and' other startling
childre
n,
competitors that the equipment of the
Piitc1.! rg, Pa.. S:;.t. toe- Rev. prove vastly entertaining
feats.
Incidentally, an a t tractive
to the
Waters-Pierce Company was better Father
. A Garstka, rector of the younger element in the audienc
free show is given on the t xhibitioni
e.. in
than its romprtitor,
' :id that deliver- i-olish Catholi
c church (if GlasspOrt. the menagerie pavilion, in addition to etnanids prior to the opening of the
ies were more prompt and prices low- is under
the
nertabl
doors. aftetnoem and ciening. The
e eff:nlay of wild animal
arrest for the shooting of
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLLNG F1EIGHT. MACHINs.
et
jee K'ayenski. one of tie parishioners with its rare hi horned
Barnum & Bailey circus is greater
rhinoc
eros
ERY
and
AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
Standard Owns 68 1-2 Shares.
who is in the hospital with a serious its herd of ,riraffes, there is
a prelim- than ever this year, and I am sure
He said the stock of the company wound in the•abdomen. The' shooting inary concert of singing, dancin
this will be the universal opinion afg and
OFFICE SECOND AND MOTs ROE. BOTH PHONES
amounted to $400.000, sixty-eight and was the culmination of a factional instrumental music by a
ter
it has exhibited in this city."
band of
one-half sharrs of which. were owned grerrel in the congregation of several Scandinavian Gypsies and
other clevbe the Standard Oil Company. and rionths' standing. The priest refused er people. In the big
hippodrome TESTED WITH HUNK OF MEAT
thirty-one and one-half by himself. to give up certain books contai
ning pavilion 300 performer; from all parts
He estimated the value of the tangible church recores and the malcontents of the world keep the
three rings, Eccentric Ctitiezn Had Stone Sepultwo stages, aerial spaces
aesests of the Waters-Pierce Corn- appointed a committee of sir
and racing
to sechre Waiting for Him.
track busy with a varied
peny at $12.000,ceso and the total cure them.
assortment
of
new
value of the business between $45.and daring perfor
When the committee called on
Fultf 01, Ky., Sept. 12.—T
mances:
wo years
oco.000 and $65,0oo 000. The great dif- Father Garstka he erirsisted in his there are several novelties of
a thrill- ago James Browder,•an eccentric citing
ference between the first named fig- efitsal to deliver the books and the
character, and finally, a serie
izen of Fulton, had a solid rock
ure, $12000 000 and the last -estimate committeemen tried to obtain them exciting races. one of which
—a run- hewn into a grave for himself. lie alNo theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorou
is for good will.
by force. In the scuffle that fellowed ning contest between ponies with
gh.
jab- to reclined in the stone sepulchre to cources in bookke
Certificates of stock in the new,
eping, shorthand, t ouch-typewriting, penmanship, cots
prist nianagett to secure his re- bering monkeys as riders—is design
see
whethe
ed
r
or
not
a
casket
he had respondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic,
company wf re produced and the fina' vrever aril began firing. The wonnd- to appeal to the youngs
grarintinkitre4—
teri in the purchased would fit propel ly.
Then Call of, write for beautiful new cete log.
outcome of this part of the examina- ing of Klayenski ended the battle crowd, and undoubtedly does.
for one year he kept a citunk of raw
tift was that Pierce admitted the and the committeemen retired 'with
meat in the roc to .test its preservStandard Oil had contrnlled the old their injured member. Father GarIf anyone ever succeeds in
doing it, ative qualities. Yesterday lie died.
Waters-Pierce company; that it has etka then gave himself up to the of- it will
be a crank that will turn the Wrapped in forty yards of linen,
the same amount of stock in the new ficers.
world over.
which he bought some time ago, he is
to'be buried in the unu!Ua! gr.:eve.
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worse. Others may poi-nt with growing hope and faith to these same examples of wickedness, declare they
have always existed and insist that
the exposure and the effort to correct
demonstrates certainly that the world
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMFRS
is growing better. Both agree, howWhite Ambulance tor sick and injurid only.
ever, that the pitchfork uncovering
the
mass
public*
Of
private
and
rotOffice and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
OPENS AT LOUISVILLE MONtentless was forced into activity beDAY, SEPT. 17, FOR
cause of thet
;surdy and persistent efONE WEEK.
forts of the people. of this country.
"No doubt the people are long suffering and patient. They submit to
Special Programs Prepared for Each imposition, long after they become
Day—Fraternal Day Tuesday—
aware of its existence. They tolerate
Big Chorus a Feature.
wrong, and, at times, connive at actual crime; but always there is the
conversational protest, gradually deEvery day daring the week of the veloping into the public kick and filiKentucky State fair, which begins ally taking the shape of the popular
next Monday, September 17, and con- demand, which brings about the retinues throughout the week at Louis- quired investigation, exposure and
ville, will be a special day. A com- remedy.
"It is to the people, then, that credit
mittee, of which Gen. John B. Castleman is chairman, has named the fol- is due in these matters. It is the conscience of the nation that every now
lowing snecial days:
AND PURSES..
• *-s,ssi,sias. September i7. Pubia: s o' :"Icri•• '
shouts
politici
of
brings
about
ans
and
School day.
the essential reforms. As President TROTTING AND,RU
TueSday. April ift, Fraternal day.
NNING RACES DAILY.
Wednesday, September 19, Louis- Drinker, of Lehigh Univerity, puts
it:
ville day.
Magnificent Exhibits and Other Attractions.
"'The conscience of nation, as a
Thursday, September 20, Kentucky
nation,
is
keen,
inst;inct
and
its
are
s
and Military day.
Friday. September 21, Farmers' In- for the right. There has been no perstitutes and Commercial Bodies day. 6d of moral stagnation through
Saturday. September 22, Every- which our people, as a people, have
been passing, and from which they
body's day.
INSURE
Special programs will be prepared' are now awakening. What has occurred
occurin
and
is
that
is
g,
our
glorfor each day, and sub-committees
have been appointed to have charge of oils nation is continually advancing.
the arrangemens. The public school Gentlemen do not habitually become
children of Louisville will be given a drunk at table as the after-dinner
h..liday •,n Monday, and one of the practice of a century ago sanctioned:
features will be he singing of "My maidens are not called on to weep
Old Kentucky Home" and oher patri- sympathetic tears over the woes of
otic airs by a chorus of school girls Clarissa, as a type of an existing and' Office 306 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
all dressed ;n white, and each carry- horribly loose and then accepted state
social
of
morals
in
which
a
Lovelac
e I
ing an American flag. The committee in charge has as ex officio .inem- could with impunity work his will:
nor do we barbarously kill each other
bets: James H. Fuqua, superintendduels on fantastic points of honor
in
ent of public ineruction, and the counas is still the practice in somo so-carty superintendent of schools in every
ed enlightened countries. The nation
county of the state.
On Tuesday. which is Fraternal that stands still must have steadily
advanced and grown better. The fact
day. headquarters will he opened for
Have you ever been dead?
found. The dear little woman came
every fraternal organization in the is that our ideals are continually be- •
to the door. I heard the noisy romp
coming higher, and the struggle is to
Here
Chicag
the
man
is
tale
of
o
a
state. Reception committees will be
bring our past practice up to our who is "legally dead." His name is of children in an inner room.
in charge, and all visiting brothors
ideals of the present, and to conform given as Pearce, or rather the -late she—she met me with a blank stare.
will be welcomed and shown qver the
in our S ocial and business life to the Mir. Pearce," according to a New She didn't know me. I'd forgotten
fair grounds.
enlightened and clarified public opin_ York publication,
that five years had changed me. She
Kentucky day, which is Thursday. ion
of the day.
could not believe it was I at first, but
He
was
illustra
employ
by
an
tor
ed
it is expected will be the biggest day
"'Yon girls and boys wit find this various publications at Chicago, and as I talked a frightened look crept
of the fair Gov. J. C. W. Begitham
world made nn, asit CPT has been, of had a home, a wife and two children. into her eyes. And yet the oid love
has been named as chairman of the
all sorts and conditigigs ,4of men: but I One day while trying to crisis a was gone.
committee in charge, who will have
von will find
oar. land far more street he was struck by an ;utomo"She told mc the whole stosy. On
associated with him every state offi- good than t v in
il—more charity than bile and "waked up- in a New York that dreadful day I had not conic
cial and county judo of each county cnvy—more
honesty than dishonesty I hospital, five year; later, as indisated home- DIY` passed w;th no w•arl
in she state Special excursions will —more
honor than want of honor: by the figures of a calendar. His from me. rhen a body was rec•sverea
be run by the railroads, and the at- and if
you are trpe to /ourselves and story is as follows:
from the riser. It hid been identitendence is expected to break all rec- to those prim-4
10 Of right which are 1 "Five years! Would that the good fled through tl7e clothes as my Own.
ords for Kentucky State fairs.
deep in the heart of our people and ,God would let me know where and It was set down as that of a suicide,
The officers of all farmers insti- which have made
us the great nation 1what I 'have been. You can imagine and
had n .en quietly levied. She
tutes and commercial bodies through- we are, you will
find that honest ,rny feelings, my fears, my agonies, had mourned two years and then re'ut the comnfonwealth are ex-officio dealing
s and steady industry will .when I thought of my wife•and chit- married. He was a good man; she
members of the committee in charge bring their reward.
I dren. Five years--s
a well an eter _ loved him, and the children needed. a
of arrangements fol- Friday, SeptemThis world is a good old world in ity as to leave them alone, unprotect_ father. There was another child now.
ber 2i
its way. It is growing better decade le4.
all .that time. Five years—gone, All this she told me brokenly, and
The program for Saturday, the clos- by decade, century by
century; but it i wasted, lost. Oh, the mockery of more,
ing date of the fair, has been an- is ever growing
larger, and as it it!
"in spite of my awful experience
nnunced as follows by Gen Castle- grows business
conditions change, I "I think I was insane for Just
and
my risr%tful claims we could neva
man: Every citizen of the common- our view-point change,
and while .little while %hen I saw those figures. er pc back to the old life. She bewealth a member of the committee for the relative amount
of evil to good is t i begged. implored the officials to lieved my story, lint we
couldn't go
this day
Everybody expected to lees, the slim of what may be class,tell mt. the truth, but they knew with_ back now. She loved the man and
have a good time in his own way; to ed as evil may well he
greater than i ing. I had been brought -to them a couht not again love me. She and
maintain order and to have respect
of fifty 'few weeks before. unconscious stir_ the children were happy and we'l prowas
it
in
smaller
a
world
for everybody else.
years ago But the evil is not PreMusic during The'fair will Le fur- dominant, and the right is the right Iferin g from a blow on the head. The vided for. I was legally dead, my
,ame„tance report was all they had. property had been distributed. and
I
nished by Signor Alexander Liberati's still thank God!---and is so rocogni
z-'And then another fact came
no longer existed hut at a memory.
out;
famous brass hand of fifty pieces. This ed by our people.'
i Was not in Chicago. This was New Would I have pity and go away, nevworld renowned musical organization '"This is the optimistic and
we think York. Each moment the ghastly er to come back? She
begged it of
was secilred at great expense, but the the proper view: for,
though the !mockery of the thing increas
ed. The me, she pleaded with me. for the sake
board of control was desirous of hav- learned professor refrains from
men- !past y
yawned
w
dark and forbodin g be- of the children, and I gave up all and
ing only the higheet class of attrac- tinning the modern substitu
tes for hind me—grim, mysterious."
came away. I did not even see the
tions at the state fair. Three con- the evils of a former generat
ion deHe paused and, drawing nut a case, children; she wished it so.
certs will be given daily Jy Signor picted by him, nevertheless he strikes
"And so you have my story,
tossed a single engraved bit of pasdeam
Liberati. including evening concerts
at the keynote of the situation in his board on the table. It read:
legally'
and to all purposes dead,
"Myles
which five vocalists of international opening sentence
Fordyce." He smiled more calmly have no careec. no identity, no being
reputation will sing.
now, though the sweat stood in beads in fart More than that of a disconsoThe carnival shows and other aton his forehead, testifying to the great late shade, an unhappy ghost of the
tractions will be located along the
• physical and mental strain his tale
.
in- past Tomorrow I am going hack to
Wilderness Road. This name was
:
volved.
trace out the identity of and to beFARMERS' INSTITUTES
-chosen because of its appropriatenes
s, :
"Yes, there it is. The one clue. the come my other self, the Myles Forand it is planned to have something
:
••otle tie which links me to those dyce of the past Ave years."
40 amtise and astonish the Kentuckahronded five years lost. Tomorrow
ians who journey over this thad just
Crittenden—Marion, Monday and
am going back to New York to
• as the Kentuckians of pioneer days Tue.sda
y. October fl-o.
"DEVIL-PROOF"-VAULT.
I try and trace out my past from that.
met with a surprise at every turn in
Livingston-Salcm. Wednesday and
But you want my story. Oh. yes,
the original wilderness road as they Thursd
ay. October to-n.
Iliad forgotten that," and he drummed
pressed their way into unknown terCaldwell—Princton,
Eccentric Old Man Who Biult It Dies
Friday and t absently on the polished table top.
ritory. The Wilderness Road will
he Saturday, October 12-13.
in Fulton.
."Well.
I
" he took up the thread again,
a quarter of a mile in length, and on
Lyon—Kuttawa, Monday and Tues- "fortun
ately my other self, whoever
each kide of it there will be many day.
October 15-16.
he was and -whatever his other. failinteresting and bmttstrig entertainA telegram from Fulton says that
Marshall—Benton, Wednesday and ings,
t
possessed some means, as I Col.
ments. The management of the
Jim Brrowder. aged 71, is dead'
Thursd
fair
ay, October 17-18,
found a bulky bank roll among my
guarantees that every show will be
aifter an illness of seyeral months.
reCalloway—Murray. Friday and Sat- !effects returne
fined., and that no imniVal
d by the good' superin- About two
perform- urday, October 19-20.
years ago M. Browder
tendent. I made-pall haste and arances will he 'allowed. \Every
was stricken with paralysis and he has
KenGraves
—Mayfi
eld,
Monday
and
rived
here
tuckian is invited to blaze for
three days ago. I went been helpless
most of the time since.
himself Tuesday, October 22-23.
!immediately to my old address..
a path of pleasure over the
new WilA short time ago he recovered sufFulton—Hickman, Thursday and Strangers
greeted me. They could ficiently to walk
derness Road.
Friday, October 2g-26.
about the yard, but
tell me clothing. The janitor rememlast week he was again stricken. The
Hickman—Clinton, Saturday and bered vaguely
:
deceased belonged to an old and honMonday, October 27-29.
"'Pearce?' he said. 'Oh, yes, seem ored
Conscience of Nations.
family and had spent his entire
Carlisl
e—Bardw
ell,
Tuesda
y and ,to remember the name. Why. wasn't
A great many people are inclined
life
Fulton county. He had amassin
Wednes
day, October 30-31.
ihe the feller who killed himself five
to believe that society and
the world
ed
conside
a
rable fortune, which was
Ballard
—Wickli
ffe,
Thursday and . years ago? Woman married again, I
is growing worse every year.
bequeathed to his aged wife, his son,
They Friday, November 1-2.
heard.
offer as proof of this the numero
Yes, they been gone these Robert
us
Browder, and a daughter, Mrs.
Trigg—Cadiz, Friday and Saturday, i three year.
exposures of graft and erime as
Where? Couldn't say.' John T. Bard.
pub- November 9-10.
"Marri
liehed,in the press.
ed again? In despair I came
Mr. Browder was a very eccentric
away.
thought struck me—the real man.
The Memphis Commercial
i
•
Five years ago he bought a lot
Appeal
estate man who owned the building.
takes a different and more hopeful
Death at Peorfartn.
in Palestine cemetery and erected a
view of the matter and says editoria
Mrs. Rena Denny, an aged inmate T went to him. Yes, he remembered. vault in which he and
lhis wife were
Mrs. Pearce had left three years ago.
1y:
of the poorfarm, died Monday
to be laid when claimed by death. in
night. Husban
"Although there are two oons She was formerly a residen
d retrowned himself. Pitiful
speaking of the vault, which was very
t of the case.
as to the meaning of the recent
Yes, she'd married again. Ad- compact
ex- county, living at Grahamville, and in
ly built, Mr. Browder said
dress? He referred-0i° his books.
postures in public and private busi-, that section had
a number of relait was "fireproof, burglar-proof and
l'Yes, here it is—Kim:bark avenue, way
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BALDWIN PIANO

Open Day and Night.

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Hight Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.

25,000

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

IWPREMIUMS

W. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,

KYI

..L.OW RAILROAD RA-TES..
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General Insurance Agency
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Started?
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EXPERIENCE OF A MAN
WHO IS "LEGALLY DEAD" a savings account? Mighty smart
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small accounts.
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The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. C. Lee, 315 hay.
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Mechanic's and Farmers
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ANNOUNCEMENT
WE
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GREETINGs AND WITH IT AN
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INVITATION
TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN
SUITINGS
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DOMESTIC

OUR

PRICES
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THE MOST COSTLY FREE ATTRACTIONS EVER GIVE
N IN PADUCAH
Laytons $10,000 Spectacular Production
CASINO

The Earl Sisters Present a Week in Vaudeville
The Largest and Best Carnival Ever Held in Paducah.
• e
V

The eruption of Mt. Pelts and destruction
of St. Pierre reproduced with the most
marvelous,
beautiful, realistic and sou -stirring, sceni
c,, mechanical and firework effect ever
witnessed anywhere.
A CITY BUILT IN A DAY
—DESTROYED IN A MINUTE.

Follow the Crewd---Everybody Will Be There,

•

THREE OF UNCLE SAM'S
WARSHIPS NEAR CUBA
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HYDROPHOBIA A MYTH?
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Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules,
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BACON'S

Now is` the time for you to fillilyourrcoal house.

•

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME:and:CEMENT. !Agent for1Wh
itehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."

H. M Cunningham,

Phones:20Id 960,:New 245.
•
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• BIG FIELD FOR FARMERS 4.
• IN DEIATURED ALCOHOL
I

RECTED MAY 30, 1906.
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Facts that can not
be Denied:

When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.

PI7 7SBURO COAL

Nice 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3.

CO.

Jas. J. O'Donnell,

: pRINTING

Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit

!THAT PLEASES
:i Phones:

Phosphates
Ice Cream

4 20

202-R

•

Don Gilberto

THE TALKING MiSHINE MAN OF PADUCAH!

n
n

HAYES

' %11,1dr

I KENTUCKY PRIMING
i
COMPANY
1
121S 4th St.

ILLINOIS CEYTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN

Leading Machine of the World

•

DON GILBERTO,

4

14144.4,•••••••••• .84*.•-‘

J. C. Flournoy

Cecil Re

FLOURNOY & REED

Strong Fresh

LAWYER.
Rooms to, it and 12, C01111%1u1A Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.

SPICES

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

21

Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife

Attorney at Law.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m,
a.m.

Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.

Paducah,
Kentucky

•. R. R. E. MARK

P

\

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
••••••
••••0

BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.

who has a1ready used "ordinary"
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use

•••
•
• • ••

OF THE CHINESE WOMEN , OF:
AMERICA, ACCORDING TO
THE FIGURES.

PADUCAH ANNUAL
HORSE SHOW

Every Chinese Woman in America Is
The Mother of Six Hundred Children.

•..A

Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 12.—"It's
Pretty hard to catch the Chinamen.
They insist they were born in this
r
country, and it's up. to us. to prove
they were not. Coming across the
DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
lake the other day a couple of inspec120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
nars1 who are in the Chinese branch
of the service, and I, figured up the
Both Phones 355
number of Chinese women in .the
United States and then the number
Office hours 8to to a. in., i to 3
DRUGGIST
of Chinamen who had made the plea
p. as. and 7 to 9 p. in.
that they were born in this country,
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
and we discovered that if all these
10
claims were true every Chinese womJ. K. HENDRICK, 3.0. MILLER.
an in America was the mother of doo
WM. MARBLE.
children," said Inspector Plummer
yesterday at a trial of a Chinaman.
Claiming to be an American citizen, born in San Francisco 21 years
ago, Pang Sho Yin is making a desEYE, EAR, NOSE AND
perate fight against depontation, and
LAWYERS.
yesterday, September 23 ,he secured
THROAT.
depositions from five residents of
Office and Residence, Room; 3 and, Memphis in his behalf. No, the date
Practice in all the courts of as
Columbia Building.
is right, according to the Chinese calstate. Both phones 31.
Phone toet—Red
endar, and this is the 32d year of
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register BuildKwong Sui. Commissioner Mathews
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
admitted that he had forgolten a
great deal of the Chinese he studied
at college, but v.ith the help of an intcrpretor and a government inspector
he managed to see that •t,e depo i
t.cas
were tiicel properly.
OFFICE tan NORTH FIFTH
Pang is limier a:rest in Laming.
St. I.ouis and Tennessee River Pack- M'cli. He
TELEPHONES:
arrested ai he anc!
an..ther (16-amit: were a)c ut to bf.
et company—the cheapest and bet
Office 251
Kesidence 296
lanclett en the A meric.oi *ore aft ss
excursion ort of Paducah.
crassing the Dttroit river. The three
white men who rowed the boat were
captured and they are the people that
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
Uncle Sam is, afser, for they find that
LAWYER.
punishment of the smugglers is more
efficient in stopping this sort of traffic. than the deportation of the ChiWill practice in all courts of Ke
nese.
According to Pang's story he lived
tucky.
in 'Frisco until he was four years old.
Then his parents went back to China
It is a trip of pleasure, comfit and there he has remained for the
and rest; good service, good tabl last sitseen or seventeen years. Regood rooms, etc. Boats leave ea.is cently he determined to return to
America, but became .so alarmed, he
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. all
gays, over the diffculties he was told
For other information apply to Jas he would experie
nce, that he decided years. Character
witnesses to estabKoger, superintendent; Frank L to try and slip in unobserved.
lish the reputation of the deponents
To prove that he is an American
Brown, agent.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
by binth he caused depositions to be were then heard and the business
taken here in Memphis. Two rela- was closed, so far as Memphis is con. (Homeopathist.)
tives and a man who knew him as a cerned,
"It's -true that we are more anxious
youngster in China testified, and two
to convict the smugglers than deport
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone tate,
Americans appeared as character witthe Chinese," said Inspector PlumResidence. 819 Broadway.
nesses for them, one of these being a
well known banker. The depositions mer after leaving the commissioner's
Phone tag. ,
office. The law, in case we convict Both Phones No. 110.
were secured by P. N. Nfcraughey.
203, 205 S. Third
lie smugglers, is jail. They must pay
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND representing the defendantt Pang.
a fine—or work it out at the rate of
RETURN, continous passage 44.00t United States Distriot Attorney Ranso cents per day—of $t000, and also
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and dolph cross-examined .being prompted by United States Inspector L. T. serve a sentence of at least one year
berth included.
Architect and Superintendent
in the federal prison. The count is
Plummer of Chicago. Wong Aloy,
eot Fraternity Building.
allowed no discretion in the matter."
government interpreter, also from
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone .
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Poll Chicago, translated the questions and
answers.
T. ROOSEVELT, JR.'S, AMBITION
PADUCAH.
ICZNTUCILif of five or over $1.o each, without Ah Wah was the
first witnes,. He
said .that was his "Melican" name. his
rreals; Sa.00 with meals.
right name being Ho Hong Wah. lie Would Like to Rough it With the
Good music on all the boats. Fo had
Cowboys for a While.
known Pang's father and mother
•
uriher particulars see
in 'Frisco and afterwards in China.
Theodore Roosevelt, J., eldest son
8. A. FOWLER, Oen. Pass. Agent lie was quite stirs the defendant was
BY USING THE
Rooms s and 6 Register Building
horn in this country.
of
GIVEN
the president, who has been huntOr
FOWL
ER,
City
Pass
Broadw
ay, Paducah, ry
533 1-1
Charley Sing gave practically the ing and fishing and camping out in
Agent. Phone 33.
New 'Phone 490same ttectimony. When his papers the West with friends, has fallen in
were examined it was found out that love with the mountains and plains
SPECIALTIES:
they were made for Pang She Cate. of this region. He says that when he
Abstracting of Titles.
"Which is your real name?" asked gets through college he would like
Insurance, Corporation and
Mr. Randolph.
to come INest :and "rough it" for a
Real Estate Law.
"Neither." .he answered through the
says a.Glenwood Springs,
interpreter. "My name is Pang Yueng few
Colo.,
telegram.
.,
years'
Man."
"I have been brought up in the
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
,
"That's all right," said Inspector East ,and of course I am attached to
Plummer. "They have different names that part of the country,'" said the
for different occasions and uses."
young ma n: "but, like my father. 1
Then came Ah Pang. Mr. Ran- have
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear banl
a great liking for the West and
dolph wanted to know' if he had any its people. There is somethinx about
Marshall County; Paducah, Ey
other names and when he said he ha
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
.d, the broad -paces of the West that apthe district attorney asked for them peals to me. One breathes easier here
Old 'Phone 484
New 'Phone 1T4.
than he does in the East and feels
-Amy interpreted his reply as follows bigger and better. When I have
.0=1
ac:
"I have, when 1 am born, the name spired my education, I should be glad
of my family, and for that 1 am—tn come out here and live the life
called Ali Pang. VVIlten I get big my father lived, the life' that
(levelOffice with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, zak
enough• to go to school my teacher open him from a rather weak into
a
North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
calls me Ah Chee sPang. I come to strong, rugged man. I should even
esidence wet (lay. i.ni Phone ttio;
this country and I am given the name enjoy going on the roundup and
of Sam Lung, which is my laundry punching cows. I know a good
many
name. Then I begin to go to Sunday coW punchers out here, and
they seem
school and my teacher calls me Chee to eniriy them -elves, and
I am cure T
Pang. Now my name is Pang She should enjoy . myself where
they ,re
('bee."f
inquired or
Mr.
a while."
"What's that for?"
Randolph.
t to 300 horse power. Best, cheap
shows he is a married 'man,"
man," ▪
4..
.!.
4. +
We hancte all the finest and daifik 'answer
est and most economical.
ed Inspector Plummer, who
.3
Special. attention to electric light• est articies
the utmost cute, can speak Chinese almost as well sic +
Kentucky Fair Dates.
+
•tg plants.
F.nglish
.
"Yost can always tell in
and make repairs that are absolutely
China whether a man is married or dte
*7; •:*
satifactory.
not by the way his name reads."
Pacrucati. Ky.
"That's more than you can do in
Kentucky 5tate Fair, 1,oulsvile-America." said Miss Mary L. norgan,
official stenographer.
Septernbe0. 17-22.
. .
Ah Pang corroborated the testiSebree, September t8-5 days.
imony of his countrymen and, like
Tiartford, September 19:--4 days.
,
—DENTIST—
them, identified a recent picture of ' Hender
son. September 26-4 days.
ShO Yin as that of the youttife311
Fa/month. Sspttertiber 26-4 days.
Iruebart IuUdmg.%.111
iter he knew was born in San Fran-.
Pembr-ske. September 27-3 days .. ser BROADWAY NEW
4
0'111(
. cisen over 'twenty yeaus ago.
I•wen,sboro. s,rtober 2-5 days.
TEL 730PRONIC 7as-a.
and
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET L
I._ ... 4P .wheir he bad slat
bilLLb
AY
SlayfielJ, Octot- r 3—days.
stem for fifteen
them in your canning pickling
and preserving.

J. U. Oehlschlaeoer

••••0

REMARKABLE
FEFUNDITY

Wallace Pork
October 3, 4, 5, 6, 1906

I221

•••01, •

Admission 25 *cents

.
I

Or. Childress

'
'Hendrick, Mille
CZ Marble

•"'
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

The hberal premiums oftered assure the public a
Horse Show unequalled in the State.

11.1. Rivers,M. D.

••••
•

••0
1.• ••

Excursion:

8I nn For the Round Trip 14
$ UU Tennessee river & refit

••••••
•••

••• ••••••

Reserved Seats 25 cents Extra.

Every high class horse in western Kentucky
Southern Illinois and West Tennessee will be
entered.

The Judges Will Be Selected From Kentucliy's Foremo
st
Horsemen. Men of National Reputation in the Show
Ring Who Will Have no Local Interests
to Bias Their Judgment.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS AND STEA
MBOATS.

C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

FOR CATALOGUE WRITE D. W.
COONS SEC.
S. P. POOL,

••••0

•••••=0

Excursion Rates on
The Rivet

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

0. D. Schmidt

0111

6[1 IHROU611

Inati,

ownwets)
cago

YOUR CORRLSPONDINE

E. H. PURYEAR
Atturney-at-Law

I.

LAWYER.S

Have
Moved
to

tar.

B. T.Halt

Broadway

II •

Gas and Ga!oline
Engines
For All Purposes

4
Ai
•

•

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

ti aves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which ip your time.

HARRY E. WALLACE,

. S. DABNE x

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler:

Broadway.Pain
l

4

"UND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRIT[11
Underwood Typewriter Co.,

TAN GSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY

T.

IncerpOrated

..woring,Ceiling,

Maple

Ash
Beech

Yellow UP Gum
Poplar
kine

Siding
Finish

W nut,

Lath

THE OLD,
CARNIVAL
OLD STORY
A SUCCESS

WWI
We want you to know
for
that we keep everything
comfort
and
ce
convenien
the
only the
of the smoker. Not
garCigars,Ci
of
line
choicest
ettes and Tobacri;but

oak
lm

-

HED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
GUM, BEECH kNb OAK FLOORING, END MATC
We Are MakinK Very Low Prices on House Bills.
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R. W. W kLKER CO.,
DRSTS.
Piftlsnd troadway.

J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Maysville Ky., Sept. 1 2.—Jas. Wiln, Ky.
Lexingto
son, an employe of the cotton mills.
Ohio
&
ke
sat down on the Creswea
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. l'ass.
railroad tracks Sunday night, and No.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
4 passenger train ocut off his right
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent. Pass.
Agent, St. Louis. Mo..
Notice to Traveling Public.
Please take notice that- outbound
pa.ssenger trains for Cairo and Brookport will not be stopped at Eleventh
and Broadway. Inbound trains will
make this stop.
Sold at
T. J. DONOVAN.
Gray's Buffet,
Agent, I. C R R.
Palmer House Bar,
L A. Lagontartino.
FOR THE HORSE SHOW.
Mrs. H. S. Thivon of 174o.West
It is better to have your hero born
Clay St. is ready to 'receive orders inf great than thrust greatness on him
tissue paper flowers to be used in in the last chapter.
GETTING RID OF FEVER.
decdrating the children's carts and
traps for the Floral Parade in the
The hand that writes the club minSouthern Countries Gradually Stamp- Horse Show. Prices reas'onable.
is often the hand that can't recutes
ing Out the Plague.
MiRS. VICTOR VORIS.
the cook to stay.
oncile
the
'
pf
New Orleans. Sept. 12—One
most encouraging reports of theiresent summer on the struggle to exterminate yellow fever was given out today by Juan J. Fernandez, consul gen
eral here of the republic of Honduras
It indicates that tropical countries
from which it has been charged _yellow fever infection has in the past
been transmitted to the Southefn
United Sta s, are successfully ridding their erritories of this disease.
Preparing For Winter.
George Randolph, alias George
Reed, a rouster -on the' steamer Gus
Fowler, was arrested last night for
stealing some clothing from the room
of Robeloburn, also colored. Reed
was locked or.prese1utation in the city
court. N ,

Mr. Chris Liehtl and wife left yesterday for Davrson Springs to spend
:111"reIrtter"""""""trIttlelltt a irt.:k.
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Undertakers and:Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET:

,PADUCAH. K

ADMINISTRATORS SALE.
I will,-on the 13th day of September, took at public outcry sell to the
highest bidder, all the household and kitchen furniture of Mr- Katherin
Hessig, at her late residence, at ti e corner of Eighth & Jackson street
in the City of Paducah, Kentucky; t he terms of sale to be made known
that date.
This September 3, 1906.
F. G. RUDOLPH, Admr. with the %Mill Annexed of Mrs C. Hessiet
•
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